
Snow Globe Maker
Welcome to your Disney Princess Snow Globe Maker, a complete Workstation containing 

everything you need to create two wonderful, magical, reusable Snow Globes.

Simply create a scene, add a beautiful princess figure, fill with glitter, snow and water and you’re 

ready to twirl a glitter-tastic whirlwind.

What’s in the box?

 i. Filler Funnel

 ii. Rear Stand

 iii. Workstation Base and Storage Drawer

 iv. 2 x Tubes of Glitter and 2 x Tubes of Snow

 v. Princess Figures (x 2 - Cinderella and Ariel)

 vi. Printed Scenery Pieces (supplied in sheets with pop out pieces)

 vii. Dome Base (x2)

 viii. Dome Base Cover (x2)

 ix. Dome Globe including Fans (x2)

So let’s begin by setting up your Workstation.

Please read through these instructions fully before starting to make your first Snow Globe.

Make sure you have a clear working area. Working with glitter and water can be messy, so placing your 

Workstation on a wipe clean surface or on top of a table covered with newspaper is a good idea.

You will also need a container of cold tap water which is required for step 13 in the making process. A jug or 

drinking glass containing 350ml of water will be sufficient for each Snow Globe you make.

 1. Clip the Filler Funnel onto the Rear Stand. It is very important 

that you assemble these two pieces in the same direction as 

shown in the picture.
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ii.
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vi.



2.  Push the Rear Stand into the hole at the back of the 

Workstation Base. Make sure that the Filler Funnel is 

pointing towards the front of the Workstation Base.

3.  Place the four Glitter and Snow Tubes into their holder 

spaces in the Workstation Base.

Now you are ready to create your first  

          Snow Globe.

4.  Select the Snow Globe you wish to use. If already 

assembled, you will need to take it apart in order to start adding your decoration. To do this, 

gently rotate the Dome Base Cover anti clockwise, which will release the two Dome Base 

Cover locks.  

5.  Once released, slide the Dome Base Cover upwards 

and over the top of the Dome Globe. Place it to one 

side for later.

6.  Now carefully remove the Dome Globe from its base 

by wiggling and gently rotating the Dome Globe. As the 

seal to make the Dome watertight needs to be very 

strong, this may be a little hard to do, so ask an adult to 

help if you have trouble.
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Now the fun begins.

7.  Take the Printed Scenery Sheets and pop out the 

pieces. Select the ones you wish to use (the other 

pieces can be kept in the storage drawer). The scenery 

has a protective film cover on one side, make sure that 

you peel this off. Start creating your scene by slotting 

the larger pieces between the ridges around the edge 

of the base and the smaller pieces into the holes in the 

Dome Base. Remember when creating your background 

scene that the side of the Dome Base with the wheel is 

the front.

8.  Now take a beautiful princess model and slot her onto 

the spindle in the centre of the Dome Base.

9.  Place the Dome Globe back onto the Dome Base 

ensuring that the small raised plastic lug above the 

wheel slots into the notch in the Dome front. This is 

very important, otherwise the Dome Base Cover can’t 

fit back on.

10.  Slide the Dome Base Cover back over the Dome Globe 

(a) and twist the Dome Base Cover clockwise (b) to lock 

into place (c).

(a) (b) (c)



Now you’re ready to start filling...

11.  Place your Globe onto the Workstation Base. The 

Disney logo and the turning wheel should be at the 

front of the Workstation.      

12.  Pull out the Dome Plug on top of the Dome Globe and 

lower the Filler Funnel into position so that it fits inside 

the hole on top of the Dome Globe.

  

13.  Choose the glitter and snow you wish to use and pour it 

through the Filler Funnel into the Globe. Don’t pour too 

much inside to start with – you only need enough to 

lightly cover the Dome Base. This is about 1/3 of a tube 

of glitter or snow per Snow Globe and you can always 

add more at a later stage if you want. Shake the glitter 

in the Globe before adding water to make sure it is 

spread evenly. Now pour clean, cold tap water through 

the Filler Funnel into the Globe, filling right up to the top 

of the Fan. Stop just before the water overflows.

  NOTE: If the water does not drain through the funnel 

into the Globe easily, lift the funnel slightly out of the 

hole in the top of the Dome.

14.  Lift the Filler Funnel, replace the Dome Plug and you 

have completed your first Snow Globe ready for 

display.



15.  Twirl the knob on top of the Snow Globe for a glitter-tastic snow whirlwind.

16.  Rotate the wheel at the base of your Snow Globe to see your princess dance.

  Have fun making the two Snow Globes included in this set, but remember not to 

leave the globes in direct sunlight or the water may turn green. If you wish to create 

a new scene, open the Dome Plug, pour out the contents and repeat from step 4. Be 

very careful when emptying the water from the Snow Globe. Always do this over the 

sink. If you run out of glitter you can use any shop bought glitter.

  NOTE: if the glitter/snow becomes clumped together, give the Snow Globe a gentle shake, 

but do not turn the Snow Globe upside down as the scenery 

may fall out.

  NOTE: if the glitter fails to fall to the bottom or sticks to the sides of the globe, add 2 x 

drops of ordinary washing up liquid to the water. Washing up liquid should only be used 

under adult supervision.



If you need any help or advice about this or any John Adams product, please contact our customer 
services help line directly on 01480 414361 or email customerservices@johnadams.co.uk 

John Adams have a great selection of craft kits for girls of all ages, a brilliant collection of “Action 
Science” kits and a wide range of games. Our products are available in most good toyshops 

and many other outlets.

To see more of our range why not visit www.johnadams.co.uk

© 2015 John Adams Leisure Ltd. Manufactured under license from Seven Towns Ltd.

©Disney
Visit the Disney website at DisneyPrincess.com

WARNING. Not suitable for children under 36 months.
Choking hazard - Small parts.

Use old or protective clothing and cover the work area with newspaper. Please 
read through and retain these instructions. Do not leave the snow globes in 

direct sunlight. 

Please retain this address for future information: 
John Adams Leisure Ltd, Marketing House, Blackstone Road, Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire, 

PE29 6EF, England.
John Adams is constantly endeavouring to improve quality standards and therefore colours, sizes 

and contents may sometimes vary from those shown.
Packaging and leaflets are printed on recycled material wherever possible.

Designed in the UK, made in China.


